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Research Article

Text My results in the thousands of tests run since that time 
bear the hall mark of what they are, a true “PHYSICS” test i.e. ei-
ther the change is there or it is not? If it is there, it will always be 
there with 100% accuracy for that patient, providing the test is run 
properly. Tests run by another Physics team, however, gave false 
rings in more than 40% of the samples [2]. They thought that my 
loading techniques were too fussy and did it their way. 

My detail in sample preparation makes the test totally reliable 
to determine the presence of a breast cancer. This cancer is actu-
ally able to be detected with hair 2 years ahead of its visibility on a 
mammogram. In the following patterns, taken from a sample sup-
plied by a women after her hair fell out following chemotherapy, 
the patterns are identical apart from the rings in the first and sec-
ond. The ring in the first pattern verifies that this patient did have 
the breast cancer, which resulted in the lumpectomy. This pattern 
was taken of her hair 2 days before the operation. Moving along 
the hair after the operation, pattern 2 was taken approximately 8 
days after the operation and it shows a very weak ring in her hair. 
This would indicate that the operation was successful. The com-
plete success shows in pattern 3 taken 18 days after the operation, 
2 days before chemotherapy started. She did not need to suffer the 
loss of her waist length hair. She did not need chemotherapy.  
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Introduction

The world went mad in 1999 when this study was first published in Nature 1999 [1]. Yet sadly for women it has not replaced mam-
mograms to to-day. I ask why, why, why? 

This hair test is not like a blood test which must be repeated a 
number of time to ensure validity. No matter how many times it is 
repeated or how many samples from the same person are used, the 
same results will be produced. Our results for hair had culminated 
from studies over 10 years using samples from all the nations on 
earth and included the complete solution to the diffraction pattern 
for hair showing the intermediate helices and the non-helical tails, 
figure 2. [3-5].
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Figure 1: Patterns1, 2, 3.

During these studies, the sample handling and collection meth-
ods were perfected and it was observed that an extra ring was su-
perimposed on the hair pattern if the hair was taken from a breast 
cancer patient. This ring was either diffuse for normal breast can-
cer or sharp for family related breast, BRAC gene cancers [6].   
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Every breast cancer patient had the breast cancer ring of change 
stamped on the low angle diffraction pattern of their hair, clearly 
separating them from the normal samples, Figure 2. There have 
been no false negatives amongst the 4500+ samples completed so 
far, i.e. a sensitivity of 100%. All false positives have subsequently 
been shown to be correct. One of these was marked as false posi-
tive, two years in a row. She died in the next year from breast can-
cer, finally diagnosed by mammography, the cancer was close too 
to the rib cage. 

Methods and Discussion

Figure 2: Hair structure showing the intermediate 
 filaments and the helical tails.

Figure 3: Diffraction patterns of hair LHS normal hair RHS hair 
 of breast cancer patients, the red arrow showing clearly the  

diffuse ring obtained for all breast cancer patients.

No experimental details were published leading to problems 
when other scientists tried to do this experiment. An assessment 
of the papers that contradicted my results show two major ex-
perimental problems viz. mounting techniques [7] used too long 
a camera and got no pattern, got no real patterns at all [8,9]. The 
fact that hair stretches with humidity changes was totally ignored 
by all. Samples in Denmark and Japan stretched visibly when 
moved from room to room necessitating loading samples in the X-
ray room immediately before the experiment. Far from using 5cm 
long hairs as some other scientists used, our samples were usu-
ally pubic hair cut as near the skin as possible. The section of hair 
used went from the cut end approximately 10 mm along the hair. 
The method of mounting hair or whiskers was to attach a length of 
“parcel” paper tape to each end of the 0.5cm hair sample. A length 
of cotton is then attached to each paper tape strip and then lengths 
of cotton are tied to the paper tapes. These lengths of cotton are 
used for mounting the samples. The mounting of the samples 
should be done just prior to the diffraction experiment and in a 
room with the same humidity as the machine.

 The X-ray beam, (wavelength λ= 0.154nm, approximately the 
same length as the distance between the atoms in the sample), was 
focussed to a point so as to fit completely within the sample. Usual 
size of sample: 1± 0.05mm long {horizontal direction} 0.05 mm 
wide used in every pattern. Each sample is moved along its entire 
length taking patterns.

Results and Conclusion
Highly accurate results are obtained as the cancer itself pro-

duces the change. This test causes no pain for the patient, not like 
a mammogram which according to the Ashkenazi Jewish women is 
like slamming their breasts in a refrigerator door. This diffraction 
test can diagnose the cancer from the very beginning, unlike mam-
mography which needs the cancer to be the size of a pea, i.e. two 
years later. A laboratory Small Angle X-ray Machine such as the Xe-
nocs Xeuss 2.0 SAXS/WAXS system or the latest Rigaku Small Angle 
X-ray machine is all that is needed to bring this test into use.
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